No Place Like Home
Finished Quilt Size: 60” x 80”
Finished Block Size: 8” x 10”
Quilt Designed by Nancy Rink, nancyrinkdesigns.com
Featuring fabrics from Fanciful Flight by Hoffman Fabrics

Materials Needed

Buttercup Pearl FQ
J9000‐471P

White
J9000‐3

¾ yd

Pink Pearl
J9000‐12p

FQ

Coral Floral
J8622‐59P

¾ yd

Mint Pearl
J9000‐74P

FQ

Cream Floral
J8622‐33P

¾ yd

Coral Pearl
J9000‐59P

3/8 yd

Fuchsia
J9000‐23

½ yd

Fuchsia Pearl
J9000‐23P

1 yd

Birds
1/3 yd
J8621‐33P

Hearts &
2 ½ yds
Birds
J8620‐33P
Backing**

**Backing yardage is calculated to include
required allowances for longarm quilting

4 ½ yds

Cutting

Block Assembly

From the buttercup pearl, pink pearl, & mint pearl cut:
2 (2” x 18”) strips
2 (1‐3/4” x 18”) strips, recut into 4 (1‐¾” x 5‐1/2”) B
rectangles

Birdhouse Block

From the coral pearl, cut:
1 (1‐1/2” x WOF) strip
1 (8‐1/2” x WOF) strip, recut into 15
(1‐2/3” x 8‐1/2”) A rectangles
From the fuchsia, cut:
3 (3” x WOF) strips, recut into 15 (3” x 9‐3/4”) E
rectangles.
From the fuchsia pearl, cut:
6 (2‐1/2” x WOF) strips, pieced end‐to‐end and recut
into 2 (2‐1/2” x 44‐1/2”) borders and 2 (2‐1/2”
x 60‐1/2”) borders
7 (2‐1/2” X WOF) strips for binding
From the white, cut:
2 (4” x WOF) strips
2 (5‐1/2” x WOF) strips, recut into 30 (2” x 5‐1/2”) C
rectangles
2 (5‐1/8” x WOF) strips, recut into 16
(3‐1/4” x 5‐1/8”) rectangles

1. Sew a 4‐1/2” x WOF
white strip to both sides
of the coral pearl 1‐1/2” x
WOF strip. Press seams
toward coral fabric.
Cross‐cut into 15 (1‐3/4”)
wide segments. (Diagram
1)

1-3/4”
Diagram I
Cut 15 segments
A

2. Sew a coral pearl A rectangle
onto a pieced unit from step #1.
Press toward coral pearl fabric.
Repeat to make 15. (Diagram II)
3. Sew a buttercup
pearl 2” x 18” strip to
both sides of a birds
fabric 2‐1/2” x 18”‐
ish strip. Press
seams toward
buttercup pearl
fabric. Cross‐cut into
4 (4‐1/4”) segments.

Diagram II
Make 15 units

4-1/4”
B
C

C

From both the cream floral and the coral floral, cut:
4 (5‐1/2” X WOF) strips

Sew a matching B
rectangle onto a unit
as shown. Then add
the white C rectangles. (Diagram III)

From the cream birds, cut:
4 (2‐1/2” x WOF) strips, cut in half to yield 8 (2‐1/2” x
approx. 21”) strips

Make a total of four units from the buttercup pearl, the
mint pearl, and the pink. Make three from the fuchsia
pearl.

From the hearts & birds, cut:
[Note: fussy cut these borders so that the hearts are
centered in the border strips as shown in the quilt image]
2 (8‐1/2” x 44‐1/2”) borders, cut LOF
2 (8‐1/2” x 64‐1/2”) borders, cut LOF

D
DR
4. Rooftop Patch Prep.
Divide the white (3‐1/4” x 5‐
1/8”) rectangles into two stacks
D
DR
of 8. Cut one set as shown to
create 16 (D) triangles. Cut the other to make 16 (DR)
triangles.

From the backing, cut:
2 (9” x WOF) strips, pieced together end‐to‐end and
trimmed to 68” long
2 (68” x WOF) panels
Key to Abbreviations
WOF = Width of Fabric; cut perpendicular to selvedge
LOF = Length of Fabric; cut parallel to selvedge

Diagram III

trim and discard

On a fuchsia (E) rectangle,
E
crease to locate midpoint
along one side. Align your
Diagram IV
ruler with the midpoint and
an opposite corner as shown. Trim. Repeat on opposite
side. Trim the 15 (E)s, turning them into triangles.
(Diagram IV)

5. Sew a white D triangle to the left side of the fuchsia E
triangle and a DR triangle to the right. Because these are
unusual shapes, they are a bit tricky to line up. I
recommend either marking the seam intersections with a
chalk pen or with a straight pin
so that you can line them up.
Once you have sewn 3‐4, you’ll
get more comfortable with how
the patches “line” up for sewing.
Make sure you have a ¼” seam
allowance showing on the top
point of the roof—you don’t
want to cut off the rooftops!
Once you’ve finished your roofs,
lay out the block units as shown.
(Diagram V)

Diagram V

Stitch together the units, making
a total of 15 blocks.

Stretched Four‐Patch Block
1. Sew together a coral
floral and a cream floral
5‐1/2” x WOF strip.
Press seams toward the
coral floral. Repeat
with the remaining
strips. Cross‐cut into 30
(4‐1/2”) wide segments.

Quilt Assembly

1. Referring to quilt image, lay out birdhouse blocks
alternately the stretched four‐patch blocks. Sew
together in rows, then sew together the rows.
2. Sew the fuchsia pearl (2‐1/2” x 60‐1/2”) borders to
the sides of the quilt. Stitch the (2‐1/2” x 44‐1/2”)
borders to the top and bottom. Press all seams toward
borders.
3. Sew the 64‐1/2” long hearts& birds border strips to
the sides of the quilt, making sure the hearts are
oriented so that they face toward the outside edge of
the quilt. Press seams toward fuchsia pearl borders.
Sew a 16‐Patch block to both ends of the remaining
hearts & birds border strips. Attach to quilt, again
noting orientation of heart motifs in the border. Press
seams toward fuchsia pearl borders.

Finishing

1. Sew together backing panels. Press seams open.
2. Layer top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired.
3. Bind with fuchsia pearl 2‐1/4” wide strips.

4-1/2”

Sew segments together
into a four‐patch block.
Make a total of 15.
Diagram VI
Cut a total of 30
segments
Sew into 15 blocks

Border 16‐Patch Block

1. From what’s left of the
buttercup pearl, pink pearl, mint
pearl, coral pearl, fuchsia, and
fuchsia pearl fabrics, cut a total of
64 (2‐1/2”) squares.
Diagram VII
Randomly sew together the
Make 4 blocks
squares into four patches, then
sew together four four‐patches to
make one block. Make a total of 4 blocks. (Diagram VII)

Visit Us on the Web for
More Great Patterns, Kits,
Fabric, and free Block-ofthe-Month quilts.
Look for our new “Amish
With A Twist” Program
coming soon!

